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Abstract We present an analysis of 23 years of thermal plasma measurements in the topside ionosphere
from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft. The H+/O+ ratio and density vary
dramatically with the solar cycle; cross-correlation coefficients between E10.7 and the daily averaged densities
are greater than 0.85. The ionospheric parameters also vary dramatically with season, particularly at latitudes
away from the equator where the solar zenith angle varies greatly with season. There are also 27 day solar
rotation periodicities in the density, associated with periodicities in the directly measured solar EUV flux.
Empirical orthogonal function analysis captures over 95% of the variation in the density in the first two
principal components. The first principal component (PC1) is clearly associated with the solar EUV while the
second principal component (PC2) is clearly associated with the solar zenith angle variation. The magnitude
of the variation of the response of the topside ionosphere to solar EUV variability is shown to be closely
related to the ionospheric composition. This is interpreted as the result of the effect of composition on the
scale height in the topside ionosphere and the “pivot effect” in which the variation in density near the F2 peak
is amplified by a factor of e at an altitude a scale height above the F2 peak. When the topside ionosphere is H+

dominated during solar minimum, DMSP may be much less than a scale height above the F2 peak while
during solar maximum, when it is O+ dominated, DMSP may be several scale heights above the F2 peak.

1. Introduction

Solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray (XUV) radiation are the dominant global energy sources for
heating of the thermosphere, creating the ionosphere, and driving the diurnal cycles of wind and chemistry.
It is obviously expected that the ionospheric structure will show a correlation with solar variability, but how
structure of the ionosphere, both locally and globally, is driven by that variability is not well understood. The
energy balance and dynamics of the upper atmosphere are modified by changes in the amount of solar EUV
radiation, which in turn modifies the structure of the ionosphere. Most of the solar energy deposited in the
ionosphere and thermosphere is from radiation with wavelengths below about 100 nm. Indeed, several stu-
dies have shown that density changes in the ionosphere are primarily driven by changes in the solar EUV [e.g.,
Solomon et al., 2010; Emmert et al., 2014].

The solar EUV radiation ranges from about 10 to 120 nm with a soft X-ray or XUV component from about 0.1
to 10 nm. It originates in the Sun’s chromosphere, the transition region, and the corona and shows consider-
able variability with the solar rotation, activity, and the solar cycle. It can vary, depending on wavelength, by
factors of up to orders of magnitude with time scales from minutes to years [Woods and Rottman, 2002]. The
solar EUV spectrum is composed of numerous emission lines and continua whose irradiances can vary over
several orders of magnitude. This variability is highly wavelength dependent with the lower wavelengths
tending to exhibit greater variability [see, e.g., Woods and Rottman, 2002].

Satellite observations of the solar EUV spectrum began in the 1960’s with some daily observations being
made by the AE-E spacecraft until 1981 [Hinteregger, 1981]. Until the 1990’s, there were only a few occa-
sional measurements such as on the San Marco 5 satellite [Tobiska et al., 1993] and some sounding rockets
[i.e., Woods and Rottman, 1990]. In the 1990s, the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) [Woods
et al., 1996], the Solar EUV Monitor (SEM) onboard SOHO [Judge et al., 1998], and the Solar Radiation and
Climate Experiment [Rottman, 2005] agin began providing continuous measurements. Unfortunately,
these measurements did not provide much value for ionospheric or thermospheric studies, as they did
not properly cover the EUV range (SEM and UARS) or were broadband (SEM). In 2002, the launch of the
Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) spacecraft with the Solar EUV
Experiment (SEE) grating spectrograph on board has provided spectrally resolved and nearly continuous
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measurements of the solar EUV irradiance [Woods et al., 2005]. The Extreme Ultraviolet Variability
Experiment (EVE) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) spacecraft, launched in 2010, provides
measurements at the highest spectral resolution to date with a high temporal cadence and a nearly
100% duty cycle at the shorter wavelengths.

A lack of simultaneous ionospheric satellite and solar EUV measurements has meant that most of the current
understanding of the response of the ionosphere to solar variability has come from modeling studies. For
instance, only in the last few years has the modeling community been able to properly simulate the iono-
spheric response to changes in the EUV spectrum during a flare [see, e.g., Pawlowski and Ridley, 2008;
Smithtro and Solomon, 2008]. These models rely on EUV/XUV models for the solar irradiance spectrum which
in turn rely on proxies for the solar irradiance, such as the F10.7 index because of the lack of adequate irradi-
ance data. Although F10.7 correlates reasonably well with the solar EUV flux, it obviously cannot replace it.
While several other proxies have been developed, none of them can be substituted for the irradiance
[Floyd et al., 2005]. Other recent EUV models include the SOLAR2000 model, which calculated a number of
indices that are adapted to specific needs, such as the E10.7 solar EUV proxy and the S10.7 index for the
specification of the neutral density [Tobiska and Nusinov, 2006], and the NRLEUV model [Warren et al., 2001].

The effects of solar variability on the ionosphere are often most clearly seen in the topside ionosphere, the
region that extends from the F peak up to the plasmasphere. For example, previous studies have found
strong 27 day fluctuations in ion density by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) spacecraft
at ~840 km altitude [Rich et al., 2003] and measured by the Communication/Navigation Outage Forecasting
System (C/NOFS) spacecraft (~450 to 850 km) [Coley and Heelis, 2012] in response to the 27 day solar rotation.
These 27 day density variations are not generally observed at altitudes lower than C/NOFS, possibly because
of the greater influence of dynamical processes at lower altitudes.

Other studies have examined the response of the topside ionosphere to solar activity across longitude, lati-
tude, and season [e.g., Greenspan et al., 1994; West and Heelis, 1996; Fallen and Watkins, 2013]. Longitudinal
variations have been explained in terms of field-aligned transport. The components of meridional and zonal
neutral winds parallel to the Earth’s magnetic field lines tend to push plasma along the field lines, and this
effect varies with season and longitude. There are also strong latitudinal variations which depend on season
due to the changing solar zenith angle.

The composition of and scale height in the topside ionosphere depend onmany parameters such as the solar EUV
flux, the neutral composition and winds, and the electric fields. Above the F2 peak, the lack of significant concen-
trations of neutral molecular species means that they no longer contribute to the loss processes for ionospheric
constituents. While the plasma is generally in diffusive equilibrium in the topside ionosphere, factors such as neutral
winds and electric fields can lead to departures fromdiffusive equilibrium [e.g.,MacPherson et al., 1998]. The primary
reaction occurring at these altitudes that provides the main source and sink for H+ is the charge exchange reaction

Oþþ H⇔Hþþ O (1)

During the daytime, the major source of O+ is photoionization and the primary loss mechanisms are charge
exchange of O+ with O2 and N2 and the atom-molecule and dissociative reactions

Oþ þ N2⇒NOþ þ N

NOþ þ e⇒N þ O
(2)

O+ dominates the ionosphere below the O+/H+ transition height where the ionosphere transitions from an O+

dominated plasma to an H+ dominated plasma. This transition height can vary significantly during the solar cycle,
seasonally, and during geomagnetic storms [e.g., Garzon et al., 2011;Hysell et al., 2009] due to thermospheric heat-
ing and winds, and electric fields. The other major constituent in the topside ionosphere is He+. The major source
for He+ is photoionization while themajor sink is charge exchangewith N2. As the density of N2 above the F2 peak
is generally small, any He+ produced in the topside is relatively long-lived. During solar maximum, there are times
when He+ can be the major light ion or even dominate [Heelis et al., 1990; Bailey and Sellek, 1990].

We present an analysis of measurements of ionospheric density, composition, and temperature in the top-
side ionosphere by the DMSP spacecraft near 800 km for two full solar cycles. These measurements provide
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a unique opportunity to examine the influence of solar EUV variability on the topside ionosphere over a per-
iod of time never accomplished before. The observed variations are interpreted in terms of the variability in
solar EUV using the E10.7 solar EUV flux proxy as well as high-resolution solar EUV measurements from the
TIMED SEE and SDO EVE instruments.

2. Spacecraft and Instrumentation
2.1. DMSP

The DMSP spacecraft fly in Sun synchronous, dawn-to-dusk, and premidnight to prenoon orbits at ~800 km
altitude with ~99° inclinations and orbital periods near 100min. They have been carrying a series of space
environment sensors since F8 was launched in 1987. The latest, F19, was launched in 2014. At times, there
have been up to five DMSP spacecraft in concurrent operation.

A set of space environment sensing instruments fly on board the DMSP spacecraft including the Special
Sensor Magnetometer, the precipitating energetic particle spectrometer (SSJ/4), and the Special Sensor for
Ionospheric Electrodynamics and Scintillation (SSIES) [Greenspan et al., 1986]. The SSIES consists of several
sensors for measuring the thermal plasma including an ion drift meter, a retarding potential analyzer
(RPA), a Langmuir probe, and a total ion density trap.

The RPA is the instrument of interest in the study. It can measure the density of H+, He+, and O+ in the ambi-
ent plasma and determines a single mean ion temperature for all species present. The a time-varying poten-
tial is applied to a pair of grids in front of the collector, and the energy distribution of ions entering the
instrument is measured. A current-voltage curve thus produced is the linear sum of the currents for all of
the ion species. The ion temperature, ion composition, and the average ram ion energy in the spacecraft
frame are then retrieved by applying a least squares fitting technique [Hanson and Heelis, 1975]. The
current-voltage curves on the DMSP spacecraft are produced at a normal rate of one every 4 s for F11–F15
and every second for F16–F19.

2.2. SDO EVE

SDOwas launched in February 2010 into geosynchronous orbit. The spacecraft includes three instruments; of
interest in this study is the data from the Extreme Ultraviolet Variability Experiment (EVE). EVE is designed to
measure the solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray (XUV) spectral irradiance. It includes the radiation
in the 0.1–105 nm range, which provides the majority of the energy for heating Earth’s thermosphere and
creating the Earth’s ionosphere. The solar EUV irradiance spectrum is measured with 0.1 nm spectral
resolution and with a 20 s cadence. In this study, we use the daily averaged values of the irradiances. See
Woods et al. [2010] for a complete description.

2.3. TIMED SEE

The TIMED spacecraft was launched on 7 December 2001 into a circular orbit at 625km. The SEE instrument on
board has been providing solar EUV measurements in the 0.1–195nm range continuously since 22 January 2002.
It measures the solar EUV for 3min each day using the XUV Photometer System for 0.1–27 nm wavelengths
and the EUV Grating Spectrometer for 27–195 nm wavelengths. The primary SEE data product is a solar
irradiance spectrum in 1 nm intervals on 0.5 nm centers from 1 to 195 nm and the irradiance of the brighter
52 emissions in the solar EUV spectrum. See Woods et al. [2005] for a complete description.

3. Data

To examine the influences of the solar EUV variability on the topside ionosphere, we analyzed the DMSP data
for two full solar cycles, from 1992 to 2014. We produced daily averaged values of the ionospheric density,
H+/O+ ratio, and ion temperature in 4° geographic latitude (GLAT) bins every degree from 60° south to 60°
north. Although the motions of the ionospheric plasma tend to be organized geomagnetically, we choose
geographic coordinates as the solar zenith angle (SZA) is related to GLAT.

As the DMSP spacecraft fly in Sun synchronous, dawn-to-dusk, and postdusk to postdawn orbits, one (or more)
satellite is always in one of four specific local time sectors: ~18:00 ascending node solar local time (ANSLT, dusk),
~06:00 descending not solar local time (DNSLT, dawn), ~20:00 ANSLT (postdusk), and ~10:00 DNSLT (postdawn).
Figures 1 and 2 show examples of the daily averaged (a) ionospheric density, (b) H+/O+ ratio, and (c) ion
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temperature along with the (d) solar
zenith angle from the dawn/dusk
spacecraft in the dawn (Figure 1) and
dusk (Figure 2) sectors for two com-
plete solar cycles from 1992 to 2014.
The data are from three spacecraft—
DMSP F11 (blue), F13 (red), and F17
(green)—in the GLAT range between
3°N and 7°N. There was a small seaso-
nal variation in the SZA plus a small
overall drift of SZA (ANSLT) in time for
individual satellites (caused by atmo-
spheric drag) and a difference between
satellites (the satellites are not launched
with exactly the same ANSLT). This is
clearly apparent for the switch between
F13 and F17 data in 2007 and much less
apparent for the switch between F11
and F13 data in 1995. This is because
the difference in ANSLT between F11
and F13 was only 10min whereas the
difference between F13 and F17 was
~50min. We have plotted a year’s

overlap between F13 and F17 in 2007 in Figures 1 and 2 to show the effect of the difference on the variation
in the measured parameters. The difference in the variation in the density is nearly nonexistent; the F17 density
could be shifted upward and laid directly over the F13 density in the dawn sector (Figure 1); no shift is necessary
in the dusk sector (Figure 2). There are larger differences in the temperatures, particularly in the dawn sector
where the large variations in the temperature in the F17 data are likely due to the satellite crossing the termina-
tor (see discussion below). In this paper, we will be primarily showing the data from the dawn/dusk spacecraft.
Similar results were obtained from the data from the postdusk to postdawn spacecraft, but there are almost
three fewer years of data available from those spacecraft (starting in late 1994) and the consistency in ANSLT
is not as good. The E10.7 solar EUV proxy is shown in black in Figures 1a and 2a. There is obviously a strong cor-

relation between the ionospheric density
and the E10.7 over the solar cycle, with
extreme variations in the E10.7 driving
extreme variations in the ionospheric
density. The cross-correlation coeffi-
cient (CCC) between the density and
E10.7 was 0.86 in the dawn sector and
0.85 in the dusk sector.

There is also a clear solar cycle variation
in the H+/O+ ratio as shown in Figures
1b and 2b. (Note that apparent gaps in
the data occur when the H+/O+ exceeds
20 or the density of either constituent
is below the instrument measurement
threshhold.) During solar maximum,
the ionosphere at DMSP altitude
(~800 km) is typically dominated by
O+, while during solar minimum, it is
dominated by H+. As mentioned in the
introduction, the H+/O+ transition height
can vary significantly during the solar

Figure 1. Examples of the daily averaged (a) ionospheric density, (b) H+/O+

ratio, and (c) ion temperature along with the (d) solar zenith angle in the
dawn sector for two complete solar cycles from 1992 to 2014. The data are
from three spacecraft—DMSP F11 (black), F13 (blue), and F17 (red). The E10.7
solar EUV proxy is shown in green in Figure 1a.

Figure 2. Daily averaged values in the dusk sector in the same format as
Figure 1.
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cycle, seasonally, and during geomag-
netic storms [e.g., Garzon et al., 2011;
Hysell et al., 2009] due to thermospheric
heating and winds, and electric fields.
This transition height can be above or
below the DMSP spacecraft depending
on these drivers. The solar output was
extremely low during the last solar mini-
mum leading to a very cold thermo-
sphere and transition heights well
below DMSP altitudes. This can be seen
in the H+/O+ ratio, particularly in the
dawn sector during the last solar mini-
mum; the ionosphere at DMSP was
almost completely H+ dominated. H+

does not dominate as much in the dusk
sector but still shows the solar cycle
dependence and is more dominant in
the last minimum, generally making up

more that 80% of the ionosphere at DMSP altitudes. Again, there is a difference in the ratios apparent in the
overlap in 2007; this is the result of the differences in the ion temperature. Such differences lead to changes
in the ion scale height and can dramatically affect the transition height and the topside composition.

The ion temperature, shown in Figures 1c and 2c, does vary with the solar EUV but does not show the solar cycle
dependence the density and the composition do. However, there is a strong dependence on SZA, even for the
small variations in SZA seen near the equator in Figures 1d and 2d (we will show data at higher latitudes later).
This variation is particularly apparent after 2007 in the dawn sector. The data are from the F17 spacecraft, which
was launched into a slightly earlier ANSLT (such that the SLT on the dawn side is earlier)—notice the disconti-
nuity in SZA. Thus, the SZA was greater on the dawnside. The large dips in the ion temperature during the years
~2007–2011 are likely because the satellite is crossing the terminator into darkness. Similar dips are present in
the dusk sector during the years ~1995–1998, as shown in Figure 2c.

Figure 3 shows the time-shifted cross-correlation coefficients (CCCs) at +5° GLAT between the ion density and
E10.7 for both the dusk sector and the dawn sectors. The maximum CCC occurred at a time shift of 1 day, indi-
cating that the greatest response in the topside ionosphere to changes in the solar EUV occurs with a 1 day
time lag. This is similar to the results from others [e.g., Rich et al., 2003; Coley and Heelis, 2012]. Notice that
there are several CCC peaks at other time lags. The peaks are marked by vertical lines with the associated
time-shifted day number at the top of the line and are separated by ~26 days (the synodic rotation period).
They are clearly related to the solar variability associated with the 27 day solar rotation. This is illu-
strated in Figures 4a and 4b. Figure 4a shows the daily averaged densities from the DMSP F15 space-
craft for a 180 day period in 2003 along with the E10.7 and the solar EUV flux at 28 nm measured by
the SEE (Solar Extreme-Ultraviolet Experiment) instrument on the TIMED spacecraft. These data are from
the postdawn sector (F15 is in a postdusk to postdawn orbit), and thus, the SZA is smaller. There is clearly
a correlation with solar rotation with the CCC between the solar EUV and the density being very high at 0.9.
The CCC between E10.7 and the density is only slightly lower at 0.88. Figure 4b shows the daily averaged
densities from the DMSP F17 spacecraft for a 200 day period in 2012 along with E10.7 and the solar EUV flux
at 25.5 nm measured by the EVE (Extreme ultraviolet Variability Experiment) instrument on the SDO space-
craft. In this case the correlation with the EVE data is 0.86, while the correlation with E10.7 is much less at less
than 0.73. This illustrates that while solar EUV proxies such as E10.7 are extremely useful, direct measure-
ments of the solar EUV are critical for accurate modeling of the ionosphere.

The data presented so far have been from near the equator to mitigate the effects of the seasonal variations
in SZA on the ionosphere in the analysis. Figures 5–7 show the data in a similar format to Figures 1 and 2 but
for various GLATs in the northern and southern hemispheres—black for southern hemisphere and red for
northern. Also, note that the scale for the H+/O+ ratio is smaller by a factor of 10. The red and black bars at

Figure 3. Time-shifted CCCs between the density and E10.7 for both the
dusk (red) and the dawn (black) sectors.
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the top of the plots show when the
H+/O+ ratio exceeds 20. We show only
data from the dawn sector here. The sea-
sonal effects naturally become larger at
higher latitudes as the variation in SZA
increases. There is a significant hemi-
spherical asymmetry in the SZA and
thus the density variations, particularly
at higher latitudes. This asymmetry is
driven by the axial tilt of the Earth and
the Sun synchronous nature of the
DMSP orbits. The DMSP orbit is 99°, with
ascending node in the evening/dusk side,
so that the orbit plane is always tilted
toward the Sun in the northern hemi-
sphere and away from the Sun in the
southern hemisphere. Thus, the SZA is
smaller in the northern hemisphere dur-
ing the solstices than in the southern
hemisphere. [See Anderson, 2012 for a
more detailed discussion.] This also leads
to a dichotomy in the density, composi-
tion, and ion temperature measurements,
particularly during winter solstice. The
densities are lower in the southern hemi-
sphere, and the H+/O+ ratio is larger.

There is a strong seasonal variation in the
measurements due to the SZA variations
along with the solar cycle variation. This
is most clearly seen in the measurements
at ±30° GLAT. The seasonal variation fluc-
tuates with the solar cycle and is clearly
seen in all of the measurements but most
dramatically in the composition measure-
ments. H+ dominates during winter
solstice in both hemispheres but is espe-
cially dominant in the southern hemi-
sphere. This dominance is greater during
solar minimum than solar maximum and
is more apparent in the last solar mini-
mum into the last solar maximum than
in the previous cycle. Notice that there
are large dips in the ion temperature
during the solar minimums. These dips
do not occur during solar maximum even
though the SZAs are similar.

4. EOF Analysis

As shown previously, even small varia-
tions in the SZA can cause significant
changes in the ionization. That variation
becomes dramatic at high latitudes

Figure 4. (a) The daily averaged densities (black) for a 180 day period in
2003 along with the solar EUV flux at 28 nm (red) measured by the SEE
instrument on the TIMED spacecraft and the E10.7 (blue—scale not shown
—minimum 100 solar flux unit (SFU) and maximum 200 SFU). (b) The
same format as Figure 4a but for a 200 day period in 2013 with the daily
averages of the SDO EVE-measured fluxes at 25.5 nm.

Figure 5. Examples of the daily averaged (a) ionospheric density, (b) H+/O+

ratio, and (c) ion temperature along with the (d) solar zenith angle in the
dawn sector for two complete solar cycles from 1992 to 2014 at +5° (red)
and �5° (black). The data are from same three spacecraft as in Figure 1.
The red and black bars at the top of Figure 5b show when the H+/O+

ratio exceeds 20.
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but is still present near the equator
(see Figures 1, 2, and 5). Figure 8 shows
the daily averages of the SZA and the
density from the DMSP F15 and F16
spacecraft for 250 days during 2005.
The 27 solar-ration variation is clearly
visible. The difference in the SZA varies
only about 3°, from about 11° to about
8°, while the density difference varies
from about 25% to about 10%. So even
small differences in SZA can lead to
large changes in the topside density.
To first order, assuming the SZA depen-
dence as predicted by the Chapman
ionization theory [Chapman, 1961;
Yonezawa, 1966], the ionization should
vary as the exponent of the secant of
the SZA. In order to develop an
improved metric of the behavior of
the plasma around the peak of the F2
layer and remove the effects of the
SZA on ionization, Gulyaeva [2009]

used ionosondes to derive a SZA correction factor to the ionospheric peak density. They found the correc-
tion to be a nonlinear function of the inverse of the SZA. The correction factor requires a normalization
factor equal to the ratio of the SZA to the SZA at local noon.

We would like to separate the effects of variations in the solar EUV flux and the effects of SZA variations in our
analysis. A way to achieve this separation that depends purely on the data is the use of empirical orthogonal
functions (EOFs). EOF analysis is a decomposition of a signal or data set in terms of orthogonal basis functions,
which are determined from the data. EOFs (or natural orthogonal components) have long been used in the
atmospheric sciences (see review by Hannachi et al. [2007]) and have recently been used in the ionosphere.

The method of natural orthogonal
components (MNOC) [Kendall and
Stuart, 1976] has been used to separate
out the structure of the geomagnetic
field into longer and shorter wave-
lengths [e.g., Frynberg, 1975], to sepa-
rate geomagnetic field variations into
quiet and disturbed components
[Golovkov et al., 1978] and to generate
a databased model of the
geomagnetic field in space and time
[Golovkov et al., 2007]. Sun et al. [1998]
used MNOC to separate the directly
driven and unloading components of
the ionospheric currents during sub-
storms. Ercha et al. [2012] used EOF
analysis to construct a global iono-
spheric total electron content model
from GPS data and were able to repre-
sent the variance in the data using only
four modes.

Zhao et al. [2005] used EOF analysis to
decompose DMSP density data over an

Figure 6. Daily averaged values in the dawn sector in the same format as
Figure 5 but for ±30° GLAT.

Figure 7. Daily averaged values in the dawn sector in the same format as
Figure 5 but for ±50° GLAT.
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8 year period into a time mean plus the
sum of orthogonal functions multiplied
by time-varying coefficients. They
found that 95% of the variance in the
data could be explained by the first
three EOFs. The first two EOFs were
clearly associated with the solar EUV
variation (as determined by F10.7) and
the solar declination (or SZA) and were
the dominant modes controlling the
density variability. They interpreted
the third EOF as being due the effects
of wind patterns and the equatorial
electric fields.

EOF analysis, closely related to principal
component analysis and dimensionality
reduction in the signal processing
literature, is based on the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of a matrix. For
any real m-by-n matrix A of rank r,

A ¼
Xr

k¼1
σkμkv

T
k ¼ UΣVT (3)

where the columns of U and V are eigenvectors and
P

is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalue square roots:

AHAvk ¼ σ2kvk (4a)

AAHuk ¼ σ2kuk (4b)

Note that since AHA and AAH are each Hermitian matrices, their eigenvectors are orthogonal. Thus, SVD is a
series expansion on an orthogonal basis, and the singular values σk are ordered by convention from largest
to smallest, so the first term in the series represents the largest variation in a data set A. In the present study,
A is a unit-normalized, zero-meaned matrix of daily averages of total ion density measured by DMSP spacecraft
as a function of geographic latitude and time, uk are the principal components, and vk are the EOFs.

Using this analysis, we found that over 95% of the variance in the data could be accounted for in the first two
principal components (there are 121 for the 121 one-degree bins from �60° to 60° GLAT). The first principal
component (PC1) for the dawn/dusk satellites in the dawn sector is shown in Figure 9 along with the E10.7. It is
very clear that the first principal component (PC1) is associated with the solar EUV—even the 27 day rotation
is captured. Indeed, there is a 0.91 CCC for PC1 with E10.7.

Figure 10 shows the time-shifted CCCs between the PC1 and E10.7 for both the dusk sector and the dawn
sectors. They are very similar to those shown in Figure 3, albeit with greater CCCs showing the maximum
CCC occurring at a time shift of 1 day and the peaks at 27 day separations.

Figure 11 shows the second principal component (PC2) along with the density at 30° GLAT and the SZA.
Both the density and PC2 clearly vary seasonally with the SZA. This is even more clear when we look at
the EOFs (or eigenvectors of the covariance matrix) for the first two principal components as shown in
Figure 12. The EOFs are plotted versus GLAT in this figure. The second EOF is near zero at the equator and
maximum at high latitudes (where the SZA annual variation is the greatest), as expected. The first EOF shows
little variation in latitude indicating that the solar EUV effects are relatively independent of latitude.

5. Discussion

As mentioned in the Introduction, studies of the 27 day variation in the topside ionospheric density have
shown remarkable correlation with the solar EUV variation, while this correlation is much poorer for other
ionospheric measurements such as total electron content (TEC). GPS TEC measurements include the density

Figure 8. Daily averages of the (a) SZA and the (b) density from the DMSP
F15 (black) and F16 (red) spacecraft for 250 days during 2005.
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in the magnetosphere and plasma-
sphere, which does not necessarily
mirror the density in the lower iono-
sphere. In fact, Rich et al. [2003] showed
that the TEC measurements do not
show a clear 27 day variation and sug-
gested that as the TEC is strongly influ-
enced by the ionosphere around the F2
peak, the signatures in the plasma
parameters are influenced by plasma
dynamics that do not affect the
topside ionosphere.

The correlations at altitudes nearer the
F2 peak are also much worse than in
the topside ionosphere. Rich et al.
[2003] suggest that this could be

because the DMSP spacecraft are located some 3 to 10 scale heights above the F peak. Since variations in
the ionospheric density are amplified by a factor of ~3 for each scale height above the F2 peak an observation
is made, a small and barely detectable variation at the F2 peak would produce a large variation at DMSP
altitudes. This can be termed the “pivot effect,” that is, a variation in density near the F2 peak is expected
to be amplified by a factor of e at an altitude a scale height above the F2 peak, so that the ionospheric
response to solar activity tends to be more dramatically measureable at multiple scale heights above the
F2 peak.

Figure 9 showing PC1 and Figures 1a–3a showing the density near the equator illustrate that density fluctua-
tions due to solar EUV and SZA fluctuations are much stronger during high solar activity, in contrast to the
saturation effect of ion densities at the F peak (NmF2) and of total electron content (TEC) [Liu et al., 2007].
This is somewhat difficult to quantify in the density measurements as the solar EUV variability is also smaller
during solar minimum. Nevertheless, the CCCs between PC1 and E10.7: 0.76 from 2012 to 2015 and 0.54 from
2006 to 2009. This relationship is clearly demonstrated by the plots of PC2 shown in Figure 11.

The variation in PC2, associated with the density fluctuations produced by fluctuations in the SZA, is much
larger during solar maximum than during solar minimum, despite similar fluctuations in SZA. This is inter-
preted as the result of the change in the composition associated with the change in the H+/O+ transition
height in turn caused by heating/expansion and cooling/contraction of the thermosphere. The scale height

in an H+ dominated topside ionosphere
is a factor of 16 larger than the scale
height in an O+ dominated topside iono-
sphere (for the same temperature). Thus,
during solar maximum, when the topside
ionosphere at DMSP altitudes is O+

dominated, DMSP may be several more
scale heights above the F peak than dur-
ing solar minimum. Thus, the pivot effect
is more dramatic during solar maximum
than during solar minimum.

This relationship can be illustrated using
conjunctions of the C/NOFS spacecraft
at low altitude and the DMSP spacecraft.
C/NOFS was launched in April 2008 into
an elliptical orbit with a perigee near
450 km, apogee near 850 km, and a 13°
inclination. The Coupled Ion Neutral
Dynamics Investigation onboard C/NOFS

Figure 9. The first principal component (PC1, black) for the dawn/dusk
satellites in the dawn sector and E10.7 (red).

Figure 10. Time-shifted CCCs between PC1 and E10.7 for both the dusk
(red) and the dawn (black) sectors.
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carries a retarding potential analyzer
(RPA) similar to those carried onboard
DMSP. Magnetic conjunctions between
DMSP and C/NOFS spacecraft were calcu-
lated using NASA’s Satellite Situation
Center online. Two of these conjunctions,
chosen when C/NOFS was at nearly the
same altitude (within 11 km), are shown
in Figure 13, both occurred in the
southern hemisphere at nearly the
same latitude. The conjunction in
Figure 13a occurred on 2 July 2010
near solar minimum and northern
summer equinox. F17 was well above
the transition height, such that the
ionosphere was almost all H+, while

C/NOFS was near the transition height with almost equal concentrations of H+ and O+. The ion tempera-
ture measured by F17 was about 2000 K hotter. The conjunction in Figure 13b occurred during higher solar
activity and southern summer on 23 December 2011. In this case, the transition height was raised to an
altitude above F17, with very little H+ measured by C/NOFS, and the ion temperature was about 1000 K
higher at F17. The scale height at DMSP (assuming a single species—O+ or H+) in the first case was
~2500 km, while in the second case it was ~106 km. Looking at Figure 11, the variation in PC2 in 2010
was much smaller in 2010 when DMSP was above the transition height than in 2011 when DMSP was
below the transition height.

6. Conclusions

We have presented an analysis of 23 years of thermal plasma measurements in the topside ionosphere
from the DMSP spacecraft. The solar cycle variations of the daily averaged densities, temperatures, and
H+/O+ ratios show a strong relationship to the solar EUV as described by the E10.7 solar EUV proxy. The den-
sities near the equator show a very strong correlation with the E10.7 producing CCCs greater than 0.85 at
GLATs near the equator. The H+/O+ varies dramatically from solar maximum to solar minimum; during solar
minimum the topside ionosphere at DMSP is H+ dominated, while it is O+ dominated during solar maxi-
mum. These ionospheric parameters also vary strongly with season, particularly at latitudes well away from
the equator where the SZA varies greatly with season.

The CCCs show strong 27 day periodi-
cities, associated with the periodicities
in the solar EUV driven by the solar
rotation. The directly measured solar
EUV fluxes from the TIMED SEE and
SDO EVE instruments often clearly
show this 27 day periodicity, which is
also reflected in the densities over
shorter time periods. Examples of this
correlation over periods on the order
of 6months show CCCs with the solar
EUV at 28 and 25.5 nm between 0.86
and greater than 0.9; the CCCs with
E10.7 are slightly lower.

The seasonal variations of the SZAmake it
more difficult to quantify the relationship
between the solar EUV and the iono-
spheric parameters at latitudes away from

Figure 11. The second principal component (PC2, black), the density (red)
at 30° GLAT, and the SZA (blue) at the same latitude.

Figure 12. The EOFs (or eigenvectors of the covariance matrix) for the
PC1 (blue) and PC2 (red).
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the equator. However, EOF analysis allows separation of the effects of the solar EUV and SZA variations. The first
two principal components of the analysis capture over 95% of the density variation. PC1 is clearly associated with
the solar EUV showing a 0.91 CCC with the E10.7 proxy, while the PC1 EOFs remain relatively constant with latitude
indicating that the solar EUV effects are relatively independent of latitude. PC2 is clearly associated with the SZA
variation, showing strong correlation with the SZA and concomitant density variation at latitudes away
from the equator with the EOFs having magnitudes near zero at the equator and maximum at
high latitude.

The magnitude of the variation of the response of the topside ionosphere to solar EUV variability is shown to
be closely related to the composition. The CCCs between the density and E10.7 and between the density and
PC1 near the equator are greater during solar maximum when the topside ionosphere at DMSP is O+ domi-
nated than during solar minimum when it is H+ dominated. This is also clearly visible in the response of the
ionosphere to the SZA changes, which is much stronger during solar maximum than during solar minimum.
This is interpreted as the result of the effect of composition on the scale height in the topside ionosphere and
the pivot effect in which the variation in density near the F2 peak is expected to be amplified by a factor of e at
an altitude a scale height above the F2 peak. When the topside ionosphere is H+ dominated, DMSP may be
much less than a scale height above the F2 peak, while when it is O+ dominated, DMSP may be several scale
heights above the F2 peak.
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